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One of the greatest dangers to your wealth may not
be the market’s dips and dives, it may be the
temptation to make emotionally charged decisions
regarding your wealth. As an investor, it’s important
to remember what your biggest focus should be:
your personal economy. 

In this article we’re discussing the impact behavioral
finance can have on your investments and what you
can do about it.

What Is Behavioral Finance?
In a perfect world, the stock market would be
predictable. Philosophers and economists have
studied the markets for decades, even developing
theories and models to explain and predict trends
and responses in the market. The problem? Money,
and the way we interact with it, isn’t black and
white. As humans, we typically cannot make
objective decisions regarding our own money.
Whether we realize it or not, we are influenced by
subconscious biases and what we read and hear on
the news. 
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This behavioral bias can help account for
unexplainable phenomenons in the market, such
as the “January effect,” an increase in stock
prices that tends to occur at the beginning of the
year. 

Even the most disciplined investor could have a
tough time staying strong during turbulent
economic climates. With social media and 24-
hour news cycles, no one is immune to hearing
about breaking news or troubling trends.

When you hear on the news that the market has
plummeted, your first instinct may be to get out
immediately. This is a gut reaction, fueled by the
short-term fear of a market crash. However,
now’s the time to remember the truth about your
investments: they’re meant to be a part of your
long-term financial goals, not short-term gains.

How Behavioral Finance Impacts Your
Portfolio

The market is meant to cycle, and using
strategic, logistical planning is one way you can
stay focused through these uncertain times. For
instance, together we may determine to
reallocate certain assets or increase liquidity.

When in Doubt, Call Us

We are here to help you stick to your long-term
goals, so you should always feel free to reach out
with your questions and concerns.

Why Why NOTNOT to dash to cash to dash to cash  
in bear markets.in bear markets.

 "If you’re not in the market on the most
important up days, your returns are markedly
lower. But nobody knows when those days will
occur (Source: CNBC)."

 Sticking to our long-term goals is the tried and
true way to build our retirement and leave a
legacy to our families.

NOTE: This information is directed towards our
long-term investors. For our retirees, we raise
cash from performing stocks to see you through
volatile times.
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SEPTEMBER
Persistent inflation, a strengthening US dollar,
growing US Recession risk, and another “jumbo” 75
basis point rate hike by the Federal Reserve
contributed to a dismal end-of-Q3 for stocks.
September marked the single worst month for US
equities since March 2020. Year-to-date, the Dow is
down 19.7% and flirting with bear market territory,
the S&P 500 is off 23.9%, and the NASDAQ is 32%
lower.

No sector finished September in the black, and
cyclicals were hurt the most for the second straight
month. Industrials, Communication Services,
Technology and Real Estate all plummeted over
10% in September. The relative “winner” was the
historically rate-proof Health Care sector, which fell
2.5%.

Oil accelerated its retreat from prices above $100
per barrel. Both WTI and Brent fell over 14%, to
$77.17 and $82.55 per barrel, respectively. In
housing, US New Single-Family Home Sales sharply
rebounded by 28.8% MoM, though Existing Home
Sales slipped for the seventh straight month.
Meanwhile, inflation data was mixed: July’s inflation
rate fell slightly to 8.26% but core inflation grew to
6.32%. 

The manufacturing sector slid further toward
contraction territory, with last month’s US ISM
Manufacturing PMI falling by two points to 50.9.

The inverted yield curve remained firmly inverted in
September as the 3-Year Treasury Note sported
the highest rate among US Treasuries. In addition
to the 3-Year, yields on the 1-Year, 2-Year, 5-Year
and 20-Year instruments were all north of 4%. The
long-term 30-Year Bond was sporting the third-
lowest yield of all Treasuries as of September 30th.
In yield spread news, the widely-followed 10 Year-
3 Month Spread grew positive but the 10-2 Year
Spread remained inverted by 39 basis points.

AUGUST
The “summer rally” fizzled out in August as most
equities drifted lower. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average ended August down 3.7%, the S&P 500
fell 4.1%, and the NASDAQ was off 4.5%.
Remarks made in late August by Federal Reserve
Chair Jerome Powell suggested the central bank
will continue hiking interest rates to combat
inflation and stabilize prices. Jay-Pow’s address
soured the so-called “summer rally” that started in
July following a Q2 earnings season that broadly
beat Wall Street expectations. 

Further signs of decay emerged in the housing
market as new and existing home sales both
declined, and for the sixth time in the last seven
months. The latest data from July shows US New
Single-Family Home Sales tumbled 12.7%, while
Existing Home Sales fell nearly 6%. On the
inflation front, July’s inflation rate fell to 8.52%,
while core inflation stayed about flat month-over-
month at 5.9%. Finally, the average US gas price
hasn’t started with a “$3” since February 28th—
that changed in August, as gas prices clocked in at
$3.94 by month’s end.

The 1-Year T-Bill sported the second-highest rate
among US Treasuries as of August 31st. Only the
20-Year Bond’s 3.53% yield was higher than the 1-
year's 3.50%. Seven of the nine US treasury
instruments closed out August with rates above
3%, and the 1-Month T-Bill neared its relative high 

https://ycharts.com/indicators/wti_crude_oil_spot_price
https://ycharts.com/indicators/brent_crude_oil_spot_price
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_new_single_family_houses_sold_change_mom
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_existing_home_sales_mom
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_inflation_rate
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_core_inflation_rate
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_pmi
https://ycharts.com/indicators/1_year_treasury_rate
https://ycharts.com/indicators/20_year_treasury_rate


 

 
 

of 2.51% set in March 2019. In spreads, the widely-
followed 10-2 Year Spread was inverted by 30
basis points, while the 10 Year-3 Month Spread
continues to float just above negative territory.

JULY
July was a welcomed reprieve for US equity
investors. The Dow Jones Industrial Average rose
6.8%, the S&P 500 got a 9.2% boost, and the
NASDAQ surged 12.4%. July brought with it a slew
of earnings reports that many feared would
disappoint amid high inflation and a rising rate
environment, but generally came in above
expectations. 

Not a single sector was negative in July. The
cyclical sectors of Consumer Discretionary and
Technology scored big wins in July, rising 18.4%
and 13.5% respectively. Behind them was a 9.7%
gain made by Energy and 9.5% by Industrials.
Reports that the Federal Reserve may slow or even
end its current rate hike cycle were primarily
responsible for sending these rate-sensitive sectors
higher. Defensive sectors got a lift as well—both
Health Care and Consumer Staples were up 3.2%
in July.

Inflation surpassed the 9% mark for the first
time since 1981, clocking in at 9.06% last month.
Adding to the broader economic picture was Q2
GDP data—the US Economy contracted for the
second consecutive quarter and therefore fit the
technical definition of a recession. In housing, both
new and existing home sales declined significantly
while the supply level of existing homes rose to its
highest level in two years. 

The US treasury yield curve inverted across
multiple spreads as of the end of July. Rates on the
1-Year and 6-Month T-Bills were higher than those
on the 2-Year, 3-Year, 5-Year and 10-Year Notes.
These two short-term instruments also topped 3%
for the first time since January of 2008, continuing
their rapid rise as the Federal Reserve hikes its key
interest rate at a historic pace. Finally, July saw
long-term interest rates decline in several regions
across the globe, in addition to North America.

The US treasury yield curve inverted across
multiple spreads as of the end of July. Rates on the
1-Year and 6-Month T-Bills were higher than those
on the 2-Year, 3-Year, 5-Year and 10-Year Notes.
These two short-term instruments also topped 3%
for the first time since January of 2008, continuing
their rapid rise as the Federal Reserve hikes its key
interest rate at a historic pace. Finally, July saw
long-term interest rates decline in several regions
across the globe, in addition to North America.

Finally, data on the employment front showed the
unemployment rate remained unchanged at 3.6%
for a fourth consecutive month, but the labor force
participation rate is still struggling to reclaim its pre-
pandemic high set in February 2020.

https://ycharts.com/indicators/10_2_year_treasury_yield_spread
https://ycharts.com/indicators/10_year_3_month_treasury_spread
https://ycharts.com/indices/%5EDJI
https://ycharts.com/indices/%5ESPX
https://ycharts.com/indices/%5EIXIC
https://ycharts.com/companies/XLY
https://ycharts.com/companies/XLK
https://ycharts.com/companies/XLE
https://ycharts.com/companies/XLI
https://www.benzinga.com/government/22/07/28213052/fed-will-reverse-course-tomorrow-and-halt-future-rate-hikes-analyst-predicts
https://ycharts.com/companies/XLV
https://ycharts.com/companies/XLP
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_inflation_rate
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_real_gdp_growth
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/recession.asp
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_new_single_family_houses_sold_change_mom
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_existing_home_sales_mom
https://ycharts.com/indicators/us_existing_home_months_supply


401(k) - This is a company-sponsored
retirement plan that allows employees
to contribute a portion of their wages to
individual accounts. Some employer
plans include automatic enrollment for
new employees, so it's possible you 

Do you have a long-lost retirement account
left with a former employer? Maybe it's
been so long that you can't even
remember? With over 24 million "forgotten"
401(k) accounts holding roughly $1.35
trillion in assets, even the most organized
professional may be surprised to learn of
their unclaimed "found" money.

What are "Forgotten" Retirement
Accounts? 
Considering that baby boomers alone have
worked an average of 12 jobs in their
lifetime, it can be all too easy for retirement
accounts to get lost in the shuffle.  Think
back to your first job. Can you remember
what happened to your work-sponsored
retirement plan? If you're even slightly
unsure, then it's time to go looking for your
potential "forgotten" funds. 

Retirement Plan Account Types 
Before we get into your search, let's review
the types of work-sponsored retirement
accounts available. By no means is this an
exhaustive list, but the following are the
most commonly-found retirement accounts.
 

How toHow to
Find anFind an

Old 401(k)Old 401(k)

may have contributed money without being
aware of it.

403(b) - This is a retirement vehicle offered
by public schools and certain 501(c)(3) tax-
exempt organizations. Just as with a 401(k)
plan, a 403(b) plan lets employees defer
some of their salary into individual
accounts. The deferred salary is generally
not subject to federal or state income tax
until it's distributed. If you've ever been
employed by a public school, college,
university, church or non-profit, you may
have been offered a chance to participate.

Defined Benefit Plan - Sometimes known
as traditional pensions, which promise the
participant a specified monthly benefit at
retirement. Often, the benefit is based on
factors such as the participant's salary, age
and number of years worked for the
employer.

Once you reach age 72, you must begin
taking required minimum distributions from
your 401(k), 403(b) or other defined-
contribution plans in most circumstances.
Withdrawals from defined-contribution
plans are taxed as ordinary income and, if
taken before age 59½, may be subject to a
10% federal income tax penalty. 



 

 
 

One of the best ways to find lost retirement
accounts is to contact your former employers. If
you're unsure where to direct your call, the
human resources or accounting department
should be able to check their plan records to see
if you've ever participated. However, you will
most likely be asked to provide your full name,
Social Security number, and the dates you
worked, so be sure to come prepared.

If your former employer is no longer around, look
for an old 401k statement. Often these will have
the contact information for the plan administrator.
If you don't have an old statement, consider
reaching out to former coworkers who may have
the information you need. 

Even if these first steps don't turn up much info,
they can help you gather important information. 

Websites to Check 
Next, it's time to take your search online. Make
sure you have as much information as possible
at hand and give the following resources a try. 

National Registry of Unclaimed Retirement
Benefits - This database uses employer and
Department of Labor data to determine if you
have any unpaid or lost retirement account
money. Like most of these online tools, you'll
need to provide your Social Security number, but
no additional information is required.

Starting
Your
Search

FreeERISA - If your forogtten account was
worth more than $1,000 but less than $5,000, it
might have been rolled into a default traditional
Individual Retirement Account (IRA).
Employers create default IRAs when a former
employee can't be located or fails to respond
when contacted. You can search for 401k and
IRA accounts for free using this database, but
registration is required.

Once you reach age 72, you must begin taking
required minimum distributions from a
Traditional IRA in most circumstances.
Withdrawals from Traditional IRAs are taxed as
ordinary income and, if taken before age 59½,
may be subject to a 10% federal income tax
penalty. 

The U.S. Department of Labor - Finally, the
department of labor tracks plans that have
been abandoned or are in the process of being
terminated. Try searching their database to find
the Qualified Termination Administrator (QTA)
responsible for directing the shutdown of the
plan.

What's Next? 
Once you've found your retirement account,
what you do with it depends on the type of plan
and where it's held. Your location also matters.
Depending on where you live, rules and
regulations may differ.

No matter what you decide to do, be sure to
involve your tax and financial professionals
since they'll be informed on current regulations
for your state. They can also help you identify a
strategy for your newfound money: travel,
investment, maybe that vacation home you've
always wanted. You worked hard for that
money, after all, so you should get to enjoy it!

https://unclaimedretirementbenefits.com/
https://freeerisa.benefitspro.com/
https://www.askebsa.dol.gov/AbandonedPlanSearch/
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In honor of Breast
Cancer Awareness

Month

Melissa
Ridderbos

Pamela
Baum

Your faith & courage
inspire us.

You can read their stories at
the FFG Facebook page.

Announcements

Fox Financial Group has outgrown its
space and is moving to a different
office building! Our new address is
listed at the end of this newsletter.
Stay tuned for more information on the
big move.

Amanda Compton was appointed
ambassador of the Eureka Chamber
of Commerce, along with three other
community business leaders. In this
role, Compton will meet and greet new
members, assist with membership
renewal, and chair the chamber
marketing committee.

From left: Jessi Willis, Amanda Compton,
Katrie Spink and Austin Crump
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The views stated in this letter are not necessarily the opinion of Fox Financial Group or Mutual Advisors, LLC
and should not be construed, directly or indirectly, as an offer to buy or sell any securities mentioned herein.
Fox Financial Group, nor any of its members, are tax accountants or legal attorneys, and do not provide tax
advice. For tax advice, you should consult your tax professional. Investment advisory services offered through
Mutual Advisors LLC DBA Fox Financial Group, an SEC registered investment adviser. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results, and all investing involves risk. Index returns shown are not reflective of actual
performance nor reflect fees and expenses applicable to investing. One cannot invest directly in an index.

https://www.facebook.com/jayfoxfinancialplanning
https://www.instagram.com/explore/locations/1763821010551087/jay-fox-fox-financial-group/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jayfox/

